Simplify Trenching Construction with EarthLock Jobsite Geogrid

EarthLock™ Jobsite Geogrid from Tensar® International has proven time and again to be a high quality, low risk solution for trenching repairs.

EarthLock Geogrid acts as a compaction aid for trench fill and aggregate base. EarthLock can easily accommodate trenching, trimming, auguring and other common construction challenges you encounter on the job site.

**INSTALLATION**

» Quick and simple, requiring no specialized equipment
» Easy to cut and handle in the field
» Simple to navigate around obstacles such as manhole covers or other immovable protrusions
» Geogrid will cut “clean” and will not unravel into the zone outside the trench cut

Ready to order your roll of EarthLock Jobsite Geogrid for your next project?
Available for order online at EarthLock.net

Note: Check with your utility provider and local government agency before digging or trenching. For trenching over two feet wide or three feet deep, consult with a professional engineer. The use of EarthLock system is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or installer.